English
And
Fiction: We will be using the engaging Mat stories by
Ed Vere to focus on reading for understanding and
stimulating creative writing – writing character profiles
and sequence narrative
Non-Fiction: We will read some gorgeous books
about tigers, whales, sharks and polar bears to
understand the difference between fiction and nonfiction and produce factual texts.

Mathematics
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ICT
Coding: We will begin to understand what instructions
are and predict what might happen. How to plan, to
code and to make a computer program.
Spreadsheets: We will start to know what a
spreadsheet program looks like. How to enter data into
a spreadsheet and how to move cells and count.

Humanities

We will learn:
2-digit numbers, representing these in different ways,
and partitioning into 10s and 1s.
-number facts and using these to solve additions and
subtractions involving 1- and 2-digit numbers.
-solve additions and subtractions involving 1- and 2digit numbers.
-use units to measure both; information is recorded in
block graphs.
-focus on doubling and halving numbers and
recognising halves and quarters of shapes; and on
recognising coins and solving money problems.

Science

What have Queen Victoria
and Queen Elizabeth II
contributed to and how
have they changed
society?
RE, Social Education and MFL

History: We will explore the life of Queen Victoria and
find out the changes that occurred during the Victorian
period such as new laws and technological advances.

Religious Education: We will learn about ceremonies and
understand features of religious and non religious
ceremonies. They will find out what happens at an Aqiqah, a
Bar Mitzvah, a Dastar Bandi and a Hindu Wedding.

We will look at the current royal family and Queen
Elizabeth II reign, exploring what the British Empire
was and what a Jubilee is. We will compare the two
periods and what has changed and discuss the impact
the two Queens have had on Britain and the world.

Modern Foreign Languages:
This term we will learn the vocabulary for different forms of
transport, learn to express transport preferences and will
learn how to say how we travel to school and on holiday.
Later in the term we will concentrate on our numbers to
twenty.
Physical. Social, Health and Education: We will learn facts
about our bodies and the choices children can make: their
body, sleep, exercise, diet and cleanliness and how to ask for
help

Plants: We will be learning to name the basic parts of
a plant including seeds. The children will plant their
own seeds and make observations as they grow over
time. We will also learn to identify, name and describe
a variety of garden and wild plants as well as
evergreen and deciduous trees.

PE and Creative Arts and Design
Physical Education: The children will learn Fundamental
Sports Skills – specifically Net Games and Striking and
Fielding Games. Together with Fundamental Movement Skills
– Travel, Jump, Send, Receive, Strike
Art: This term we will begin by making Union Jack woollen
Plaques using weaving techniques and later in the term we
will make clay pinch pot dinosaurs.
Music: In music we will enjoy singing songs we know and
learning new ones. We will also explore music and sound
through listening and playing using a variety of percussion
instruments.

